Introduction and Objectives

Discussion

Global and community involvement activities
present amazing experiences for engineering
students, yet for the most part they are extracurricular.
The objective is to harness the efforts of students
in study abroad and service learning organizations such that they get upper level engineering
course credits.

The caution to developing a course credit model is
that for more than four years students have been
doing amazing things for no grade. The energy
and devotion that they put forth is not for an A
or B, but driven by someone depending on them
to do their part of a project that will result in relieving hunger or nutrition needs. Would a credit
course with prescribed activities or outcomes attract a differently motivated group of students?
Would students make decisions or focus on tasks
that help the grade but not the project? Engineering students are motivated to learn engineering
and bring projects to quality completion by partnering them with NGOs and people in communities with technology needs.

Developmental History of Innovation
In 2007 and 2008 I recruited a core group of engineering students to form a student organization
for engineering service learning projects in needy
communities. This led to a very active group of
40 to 60 students every year working on food
and energy projects through NGOs with Quechuan communities in the Bolivia upper Andes. The
group is in the process of establishing a chapter of
Engineers Without Borders – USA at Auburn. The
organization meets at least twice every week. I
am faculty advisor and we have taken teams of
12 to 15 students on Auburn Study Abroad trips
(service learning tours) summers of 2010 to 2013.
Completed projects include a solar water shower
for a high school dorm, high school hands-on science projects for their classrooms, charcoal from
agricultural wastes, and pilot hydroponics demonstrations. Projects underway now include a
large hydroponics facility and 50+ acre irrigation
projects for barren terraced croplands (collection
systems 2012, distribution in 2013 and 2014).
There is a 9-minute documentary of the work
here http://ocm.auburn.edu/featured_story/bolivia.html
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Execution

What needs to be developed are methods to craft courses for
multidisciplinary groups of 5 or 6 students on a particular
project team. It will be important to be able to set up the
courses at the start of each project year.
The course design needs to have specific expectations and assessments, but retain flexibility to allow real world project
development, meandering of objectives, and resource allocations. The course would need homework and gradable assignments that are related directly to the community-driven
projects.
Demonstrations, problem-based learning activities, lecture
notes, and e-learning talks or documentary-style reports
need to be developed (or selected from existing ones) to assist in project management, problem solving, logistics, budgeting, and fundraising. These need not be project specific.

In a sophomore chemical engineering fluids course student
teams designed a solar shower system for a Bolivian dormitory for a term project that was 10% of the course grade. A
senior capstone design team in Biosystems Engineering evaluated intake and distribution design options for an irrigation
system to support Andean terraced croplands.
But what I would want to execute is upper level engineering
courses that would provide 3 to 6 hours of technical engineering elective or design credit for work done by engineering
students from multiple disciplines. I want to provide faculty
with heuristics, tools, or guides to help select appropriate
course outcomes, activities or expectations to achieve them,
and means of assessment.

The outcome would be a heuristic, an instrument, a template,
or a guide to assist faculty members in creating effective
course outcomes, assessments, and activities that are robust
yet adaptable to real global service learning.

Major Issues to Resolve
Student teams work tirelessly, meeting multiple times per
week and over weekends, collaborating with partners in Bolivia and engineers to develop designs and technology options
for various projects. The efforts are not predictable, and the
work does not fit a regular schedule.
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